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1996-2014 After publishing five books in the popular series featuring ©, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates The Barnes &amp; Noble ReviewPatrick Kenzie and Angela Gennaro, Dennis Lehane finally became his own. With Mystic River, a passionate, ambitious novel of crime, punishment and undeded revenge, Lehane fulfills his first promise and replaces him
as an important American writer. The blue-collar Boston community of Mystic River East Buckingham begins in 1975. The novel's defining event comes when three young children, Sean Devine, Jimmy Marcus and Dave Boyle, encounter a pair of child molesters identifying themselves as policemen. Two kids -- Jimmy and Sean -- are on the run, but 10-year-
old Dave Boyle isn't so lucky and finds himself trapped in a four-day ordeal that has changed his life forever. Lehane then carries the narrative to a critical week in the summer of 2000. Sean Devine is now a homicide investigator with the Massachusetts State Police. His marriage recently ended, and both his personal and professional lives are in turmoil. The
charismatic Jimmy Marcus preferred for flat living and is an old con who works as a family raiser and a local mom-and-pop grocery store owner. Dave Boyle, whose life culultied in his glory days as a high school baseball star, is a husband and father whose dead-end jobs drifted through a series and constantly struggled with his toxic impulses, his primary
legacy of abduction. When Jimmy's oldest daughter Katie Marcus is killed, these men's lives are once again united. As Jimmy mourns and plans for revenge, Sean gradually launches a wide-ranging investigation that illuminates the social structure of East Buckingham, a working-class neighborhood with its distinctive history, myths and tribal rituals. The
investigation also deeply denzarars Dave Boyle, asking uncomfortable questions about his possible involvement as katie's path passed on the night of her death. Dave's mysterious behavior and contradictory accounts of his actions make him an extremely reasonable suspect and set the stage for a violent and ironic denouement. Mystic River is both a
murder mystery and a character novel. Like the best fiction, in the end, about so many things: grief, sin, karma, lack of hope and hope, the inevitability of change, the primitive importance of family ties, the vulnerability of children, and countless ways in which past events continue to affect the past. But preferring to read, Mystic River continues to get better and
is deeply felt by a talented young writer who helped set the standards by which 21st century crime fiction will eventually be evaluated.--Bill Sheehan Genre: Similar books Mystery by other authors used usability for Dennis Lehane's Mystic Jimmy was kneed by the river and dived his hands at him, greasy and dirty... We will bury our sins here. We're cleaning
them up. Now in a month I listened to what I heard from goodreads friends Dennis Lehane are three of the best novels, Since Fell, Shutter Island and Mystic River. At this point, I've seen two film adaptations of books I loved, Mystic River and Gone, Baby, Gone. I haven't read any (yet) of his other books, but this is greasy and dirty, kneeling and dipping his
hands by jimmy river based on a quick lo... We will bury our sins here. We're cleaning them up. Now in a month I listened to what I heard from goodreads friends Dennis Lehane are three of the best novels, Since Fell, Shutter Island and Mystic River. At this point, I've seen two film adaptations of books I loved, Mystic River and Gone, Baby, Gone. I haven't
read any (yet) of his other books, but it's a masterpiece, based on a vesked view of their range. I thought it was a great movie, seen more than a decade ago, but also a very big book, with real depth and passion, a tragic story of loss. Yes, it's a thriller, a mystery, but sometimes artifacts rise above their kind, of course, to be great literature. Shutter Island is
very good, a kind of respect for forties no-land movies; Since We Fell deals with upper-middle class yuppie species, and both are well-written page-turners. But mystic river seems to be the real land of Lehane, the lehane that is as focused as it is on working-class folks from the East Buckingham neighborhood of Boston clearly knows very, very well. In the
other two books he lovingly has nothing approaching this Irish Catholic neighborhood, the depth of character and knowledge that he has dedicated to something like compassion that he has for each of these people. I can talk a slightly spoiler-ish way about some of the early chapters of the book-not ending, because thousands of them have read this or seen
the figure so far. The novel revolves around the three men who grew up friends, Dave Boyle, Sean Devine and Jimmy Marcus. When the story opens, we see Dave abducted by two child molester dressed as a cop. Fast forward 25 years and Sean is a depressed cop with marital problems, Jimmy is an ex-con of a second marriage, and Dave is almost a
man's empty shell, trying to keep his marriage together and demons in the sheep. When Jimmy's daughter is killed, Sean will be assigned to the case. Her investigation wants her to confront Jimmy, who wants to take the law into his own hands: Hey, she's my daughter! Then there's Dave, who came home the night Jimmy's daughter died. We think we know
a lot at this point, but we. We (more than 400 pages, but actually read quickly, very well written and interesting what happens), will have a lot of unraveling of history before some stories are entertwined. I'm just saying there's ropes, okay? Yarns in our lives. If you pull one, everything else will be affected. It's largely a man's story, with a center of loyalty and
friendship: at that moment, Dave would have lifted a house for Jimmy, held up to his chest until Jimmy told him to put him but women-strong, tough, loyal-also playing very central roles to say things Life is not happy forever.... It's a job. He was his wife, mother, best friend, sister, lover and priest. Women's decisions are central to what happens. The healing
love of the family - the love of children - is an important part of this community and this novel. But is it enough to make up for the past? What are we lining up for? Where were we expecting to go? And why aren't we as happy as we thought when we got there? There's an image, near the end, a parade, in the midst of much anguish and mayhem, and there's a
funeral:It was a beautiful day. It's a great day for the parade. The parade was working as a block party at the beginning of the book, which served as a similar healing ritual when dave boyle came home after his nightmard abduction. Or is it a ritual that hides the truth, hides real emotions? The parade follows a funeral, a common moment of healing another
moment, we can only hope. Hours at the bar with family nvesi and friends, which is another healing ritual. But like love of family and friends, is any social ritual to compensate for the weight of sufficient past? I liked this book and immediately ordered the movie again to see it again. More in ...
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